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Digital government irresistible force
By James Bowen
t was only 13 years ago when the
big technology challenge for govIernment
was understanding how

Exploring issues
at the nexus of
technology teaching
and business.
Page 7

OVTS turns
10 and keeps
growing
By Greg Patterson

the management of information
would result in a new approach to
government work. Today, technology in government is a kaleidoscope of priori1,000 ties ranging
POSTIES from security
shared serG E T to
vices. However,
P D A s technology isn’t
just an enabler, strategic or otherwise. It’s an irresistible force of
change that will result in a new definition of government and citizen.
In October 1993, the Government
Technology Exhibition and Conference (GTEC) opened, and in reflecting the issues of the day, invited attendees to understand “the
challenge of information management.” Information management
meant that information acquired by
disparate sources needed to be accessible by all who had developed
or had a right to that information.
In the nineties the GTEC focus
was on attempting to understand
what Information Technology (IT)

technology
education
voice

October 2006

s the Ottawa Venture and
Technology Summit (OVTS)
A
prepares to mark its tenth anni-

could do for government. With the
maturity of the Internet we have
seen a shift in themes to ones that
emphasize reshaping government
around the potential of the Net.
And at the same time the notion
began to spread that the end goal
for technology in Canada was to
better serve Canadians. Today, the
use of technology in government
has the potential to move past the
notion of technology as a cost saver or implementation approach for

government policy into something
that could result in a change to the
very definition of government.
Globally, governments are IT focused. Nova Scotia is implementing
a data management project which
will provide complete medical digital
imaging for doctors and nurses. The
Toronto Public Library system has
started a project to put radio frequency identification (RFID) tags on
books. Canada Post is giving 1,000
employees PDAs (personal digital

assistants) for mobility purposes.
Newfoundland and Labrador is updating its drug adjudication system
to provide real-time information to
pharmacists. The City of Edmonton is building an electronic medical record system and a patient
scheduling service. In 2004, the Government of France announced that
up to half a million jobs would be cut
from the civil service as they implement Egovernment technology.
More, see Digital, P. 4
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versary this fall, it is commanding
the kind of respect and attention
that comes with maturity. Participation in the OCRI initiative will
likely reach a record high, with
some 250 representatives from up
to 100 local technology companies
and North American venture capital firms expected to attend the
two-day event.
“We’ve reshaped and rebranded
the summit to reflect more industry content and more local companies profiled,” says Stephen
Daze, event organizer and executive director of OCRI’s Entrepreneurship Centre. Local companies are included in not only the
pitches but also the showcase and
in panels. This way we can display
more companies from the region
in more relevant ways. Everyone
wins.”
An opportunity to network,
showcase technology and hear
from business leaders, OVTS
is ultimately about putting companies together with VCs.
Sprinkled throughout the event,
pitch sessions will allow executives looking for cash 12 minutes
in which to tell their corporate
tale and, hopefully, arouse
investor interest.
A provider of radio frequency
solutions for enhanced wireless
network capacity, TenXc Wireless
will be attending the summit with
the intention of raising $4 million,
the balance of a $10 million round
after the company’s existing backers returned with a further investment of $6 million. Its attendance will mark the company’s
second trip to the summit in as
many years and its third since
2003.
“Last year we didn’t have a requirement for investment, but we
wanted to let people know what
we’re doing and that we’d be raising funding this year,” says
TenXc’s CEO Joseph Hickey.
“We’ll be looking for that funding at
the upcoming summit.”
More, see OVTS, P. 5
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One way to kill R&D
call strategic plans, they vary
widely in terms of readability. At one end of
the spectrum, they
read like scientific
papers, while at the
other, they read like
sales brochures promoting the services they have to offer
under their cost recovery programs.
An essential component of any
plan is a menu of options that shows
what the economic impacts are likely to be from various combinations of
spending and the nature of the research. Most politicians want less
spending and more applied research, whereas most R&D managers want more spending and
more pure research. A four-quadrant diagram should be used to explain the consequences of the various mixes. Even though it is difficult
to convince laboratory managers of
the merits of a reduced budget, it
might be more appealing if it allows
them to get back to more pure research. A healthy mix of pure and
applied research is essential to the
success of most laboratories.

In My Opinion
DENZIL DOYLE

he interface between Canada’s publicly funded research
T
laboratories and the politicians
who control (or should control)
their destinies has never worked
very well. To many politicians,
public spending on R&D is the
equivalent of spending on fitness
and amateur sport — it is something we have to do in order to
avoid becoming the laughing
stock of the world, but it has no
real economic payback. To the
scientists who work in those laboratories, such expenditures
should be a top priority and politicians should not be continuously
pushing them for economic payback, especially in the short term.
Exceptions to this disconnect occur when the country gets into a
bind like fighting a war or coping
with some catastrophe in which
the application of science can
make a difference. In fact, in such
instances, Canadians have rallied
around the government laboratories in unusual ways and have accomplished some wonderful
things. Many Canadian corporations and wealthy individuals actually wrote cheques to the National Research Council during
World War II to accelerate its developments in fields such as radar
and electronic countermeasures.

Canadian corporations
and wealthy
individuals actually
wrote cheques to
NRC during World
War II to accelerate
developments.
The interface needs attention
again at this time. The laboratory
managers are being told to justify
their existence and while they are
doing that they had better charge
for as many of their services as
possible, particularly those that are
being delivered to the private sector. Cost recovery is the order of
the day, and in my opinion, it could
have disastrous consequences. It
could turn the laboratories into
consulting shops that will compete
with the private sector and they will
soon lose their ability to conduct
leading edge research that will
stand up to international scrutiny.
The initiative to fix the problem
must come from the laboratories
and the bureaucracy that supports
them. The first thing they must do is
achieve some commonality in their
strategic planning processes. While
most laboratories do have what they

Politicians want less
spending and more
applied research,
whereas most R&D
managers want more
spending and more
pure research.
Another useful graphic is one that
shows the paths that are followed by
the technology in the creation of
products, services, and processes
that lead to incremental economic
activity like the creation of new companies, new product lines in existing
companies, and additional profits
through process improvement. What
such a graphic will show is that some
of the economic payback flows directly to the laboratory in the form of
cost recovery and royalty revenues
while a much larger component
flows back to the federal government
in the form of incremental taxes
from the corporations and their employees. Unfortunately, the latter are
usually ignored in deciding on the
funding for a laboratory because
they are not as visible as the former.
Too much emphasis on cost recovery can jeopardize new venture
creation because scientists might
be inclined to keep the technology
in house and use it as the secret
sauce in their consulting work
rather than go through the more
laborious route of helping entrepreneurs start new companies.
There are many other factors
that have to be taken into account in
the planning process, like how the
laboratory is going to contribute to
national goals such as those spelled
out in the Innovation Strategy that
was announced a couple of years
ago. The important thing is to get
a meaningful dialogue going
through the implementation of
sound planning practices.
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
Cognos shares jump,
employees dumped
Shares of software maker Cognos
Inc. take off, jumping 10% to almost
$40 a share, after the company reports a strong forecast for sales and
profits in the second half of the year.
The company also delivered betterthan-expected Q2 results, with revenue (the following all in US currency) at $230 million, up from $212
million a year ago. Profit came in at
$30 million, or 33 cents per diluted
share, compared with $29.9 million,
or 32 cents a share, a year ago. “We
have increased our sales capacity
and taken action to streamline our
organization,” says Cognos president and CEO Rob Ashe. “I believe
we are very well positioned for the
second half of the year and beyond.”
Announced simultaneously with the
forecast, the company’s actions to
“streamline” involve cutting about
210 staff, including 90 in Ottawa.
About one in five VP positions will
be eliminated. However, Cognos expects to add up to 25 new sales staff
by the end of the fiscal year. The
company recently revealed plans to
integrate Cognos 8 Go Mobile software with Research In Motion’s
BlackBerry device early next year.
The software will help executives
and workers remain connected to
business data when out of the office.
It also offers theft protection with
electronic keys and locks.

MOSAID and Loeb
reach compromise
The battle for control of Mosaid
Technologies ends with three of dissident shareholder Loeb Partners’
nominees added to Mosaid’s board,
bringing the number of members to
10. Loeb, a NY-based investment adviser which owns about 10% of Mosaid’s outstanding shares, failed to
have three of the company’s board
members replaced or incite a shareholder revolt to demand its proposed
sale of the Mosaid’s systems and
semiconductor intellectual property divisions and eventually the rest
of the company. Two of the new Loeb
directors and two Mosaid directors
will sit on a special committee
formed to examine ways of increasing shareholder value, Mosaid CEO
George Cwynar reports. Loeb declined to comment on whether the
new directors would continue to
push for the sale of the company.

Enablence hits
agreement trifecta
Enablence Technologies Inc.
has likely come down with a case of
writer’s cramp, having recently
signed three supply and development deals. The optical modem
parts maker has embarked on two
separate business ventures with Ignis Photonyx AS of Norway. The
first agreement will see the two
companies develop optical modems
for fiber-based broadband access.
In the second deal, a large-volume,
two-year supply agreement, Enablence will provide the Ignis
Photonyx’s wafer fab outside of
Copenhagen, Denmark, with its pro-

EMS SATCOM digs in at Kanata crossroads

associated with chemotherapy. Expected to begin in October, the trial
will enroll up to 150 patients with
secondary liver cancer from five
treatment centres in the US.

Roche quits helm
at Tundra

Artist’s rendering of future EMS building
On Monday, Sept. 25, EMS Satcom, a division of Atlanta-based
EMS Technologies, stuck a
spade into the ground of its future
home at the junction of Silver Sevprietary dispersion bridge technology for manufacturing wafers. The
company has also notched an
agreement with Monterey Park,
California-based Kotura Inc. for the
mutual development of triplexer
chips fabricated on silicon wafers.
Leveraging Enablence’s dispersion
bridge technology and the design
and manufacturing expertise of Kotura, this new enterprise in an ongoing collaboration will produce
chips for fiber-to-the-home networks, which will provide bundled
digital voice, data and video services to residential subscribers.

Rockwell acquires
IP Unwired
High-speed modem maker IP Unwired is bought by US defence and
commercial avionics contractor
Rockwell Collins, manufacturer of
flight deck avionics, cabin electronics and communications systems.
“Rockwell Collins is a natural fit for
IP Unwired. We have enjoyed close
business ties since our company
was founded,” says IP Unwired
president Gerard Nourry. IP Unwired has about two dozen employees in Ottawa.

OLSC presents awards

en and Maple Grove roads in
Kanata. The company’s new corporate offices and manufacturing
facilities will be home to all 190
EMS Satcom employees.

Kinaxis inks strategic
partnership deal
Kinaxis Inc., supplier of response
management solutions for supply
chains, signs a partner agreement
with IT services and consulting firm
Tata Consultancy Services of India.
The partnership will see TCS provide
deployment, integration and extended
sales services for Kinaxis software.
“Being able to leverage a relationship
with TCS will allow us to bring the Kinaxis service to those that can benefit most,” says Randy Littleson, VP
of marketing at Kinaxis. “We are delighted to have the opportunity to engage with TCS - they are bright, motivated and truly partner-oriented.”

Jim Roche steps down as president
and CEO of Tundra Semiconductor
Corp. and is succeeded by Daniel
Hoste, senior executive responsible
for product marketing and operations.
A co-founder of
Tundra in 1995,
Roche will remain
on the board and
advise the execu- Daniel Hoste
tive management
team during an expected short transition phase. Chairman Adam
Chowaniec says the shuffle at the top
was part of Tundra’s long-term succession plan. Roche concurred, saying he hired Hoste knowing he would
likely be his successor. The company
announced that profits in the second
quarter will take a hit of about four
cents a share as Tundra meets
Roche’s severance costs. Hoste has
spent over three decades in high-tech
company boardrooms, half of that at
Freescale Semiconductor, once the
semiconductor division of Motorola.

Consulting firm
celebrates 10th
MDS treatment wins
anniversary by giving
USFDA approval
Management consulting firm InMDS Nordion has won approval
from the US Food and Drug Administration to begin clinical trials
of its non-invasive therapy to treat
secondary liver cancer. Called
TheraSphere, the treatment uses
microscopic radioactive glass beads
to attack cancerous tumours in the
liver while minimizing harmful effects to healthy tissue and virtually
eliminating the kinds of side-effects

teris Consulting (interis.ca ) launches a campaign of community giving
to mark its 10th year. Starting Oct. 6
and continuing for the next 10 weeks,
the Interis 10 Weeks of Giving celebration will give $1,000 to each of 10
small local charities selected by the
employees of the firm’s clients and
named, one each week, over the duration of the campaign. At a special
ceremony on Dec. 8, Interis will

choose one of the nominated charities and present it with an additional
$10,000. “Our employees decided
unanimously to do something different and community minded to mark
this important milestone for Interis,”
says CEO Denis Godcharles. “Over
the past 10 years we have received
tremendous support from our clients
and we wanted to give thanks to them
by giving back to our community. Our
clients are thrilled with the idea and
have really gotten behind nominating some wonderful local charities.”
Interis Consulting Inc. was founded
on July 1, 1996, and employs 45 people
at its headquarters in Ottawa.

Telus report reaps
recognition
As annual reports go, Telus Corp.’s
latest offering is a decided page turner, according to the Annual Report on
Annual Reports, a Belgium-based organization run by U.S. corporate Essentials Inc. The 10th annual international ranking of year-long company
reviews and projections evaluated 25
aspects of corporate reporting, including strategic direction and review
of operations, and deemed Telus’s
“public disclosure package” to be tops
in the world of letters from the limitedliability lot. Annual Reports editor
Mike Guillaume cited the Telus entry’s use of “plain English” as a leading factor in the company’s win. Other highlights include “next-year targets that are announced in a straightforward manner and risk factors that
are thoroughly described.”

Matthews sinking
March stake into
golf cup
March Networks chairman Terry
Matthews divests himself of almost
$20 million worth of company shares,
with the intention of spending part of
the proceeds to host the 2010 Ryder
Cup golf match at his Celtic Manor
More, see Nuggets, P. 13

The Ottawa Life Sciences Council celebrated individuals, organizations and companies who’ve made a
significant contribution to Ottawa’s
life sciences sector at the OLSC’s
13th Annual Achievement Awards
Dinner. The Health Innovation
Award was awarded to Dr. Annette
O’Connor, senior scientist, Ottawa
Health Research Institute, for her
work in developing decision-making
tools aimed at improving patients’
participation in their own health
care. The award for Company of the
Year went to Liponex Inc. for its
rapid success in developing a unique
product designed to treat and prevent heart disease. Dr. Rees
Kassen, uOttawa associate professor of evolutionary ecology and genetics, won the Dr. Michael Smith
Promising Scientist Award for his research in adaptation, ecology and the
evolution of diversity. Dr. W. Bruce
Jackson, director general, University of Ottawa Eye Institute, went
home with the OLSC’s Career
Achievement Award. Dr. Jackson is
considered Canada’s foremost ophthalmologist and an international expert in Excimer laser surgery.
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Digital Government is a force for change
All across Canada and the world,
governments are spending a lot of
money to be faster, cheaper and
more able.
Of the approximately $5 billion
spent per year by the Canadian
government on IT a lot goes to
meet current operational needs of
government employees, such as
data centre operations, network
services and replacing PCs. But
some is spent on taking government in new directions. Shared
services, secure Internet communications, information and content
management, and service oriented architecture (SOA) are all current buzzwords around government IT. But implementing such
concepts requires the government
to act as a single enterprise, not
easy to do when it means coordinating 100-plus departments.

Technology is not just
changing government
from inside out but
from outside in.
In 2005, Reg Alcock, who was then
president of the Treasury Board,
said in a speech to OCRI, “citizens
want government information that’s
relevant, up to date and easy to use.
They’re looking for convenient, single-window, multi-channel access to
government services, seamlessly integrated across programs, departments and jurisdictions. Egovernment has to become an integral part

4

of the way we do business. In fact,
let’s drop the “e” and think of on-line
services as simply one key element
of good government.” A lot of technology complexity and redesigning
of government is necessary to implement that quote.
At the application level, GTEC
chair Eric Davies currently sees a
concentration on the security of data and security related applications. But he has also seen the Internet with its continual increase
in bandwidth for more video and
graphics providing more capability in areas such as mobility, with
an accompanying change in
processes. In the near term Davies
sees the next major preoccupation
for government will be how to
change its processes, training, and
responsibilities to use the capability it is bringing in, what he refers
to as “Enterprise Transition - Moving to Shared Services.” The transition began with applications to
speed processes and is leading to a
new kind of interaction.
Monica Preston and Sonny
Lundahl of AMITA (amita.com) recall a day when a solutions focus of
government helped to bring about
companies such as Cognos and
Systemhouse. But now government
is managing the development of software solutions and having internal
IT development shops instead of
asking industry to provide IT solutions. Government is also moving to
SOA, the idea being for systems to
adopt standards and use common
services so they can easily exchange
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information. This should address the
“stovepipes” which exist now in government. “Single user applications
are at the beginning of their end,”
says Lundahl.
Collaboration across governments and other communities
could result in a single interface
with all government for the citizen.
Interaction between citizens and
all levels of governments could occur through one website, one type
of kiosk, one mailing address, one
telephone number or one email address. A change of address should
only need to be updated once.
Canada Post, driver’s licence, our
passport and so on — update once,
in one place for all governments.
Sounds simple but in fact this functionality requires a massive increase in the complexity of collection technologies and processes.
Susan Thompson with CompEngServ (compengserv.com) sees
the increase in the complexity of
the systems matched by a decrease in the desired complexity of
the user interface requirements.
The goal is to provide more simplicity through automated functions, intelligence, standardization
and intuitiveness, with complexity
hidden deep within the system, because the government employee
doing the interaction with the citizen won’t be an expert in other government work processes. (Is this
the beginning of outsourcing government’s interaction with citizens
to an organization that specializes
in serving as an interface?)
Norman LeCouvie of SunMicrosystems (ca.sun.com), who has
many years experience in government systems both in Canada and
around the world, notes that a
physical and logical consolidation
of the number of software applications and computer servers is under way along with an equally
strong focus on attempting to reduce data redundancy.
What is the next big focus? According to LeCouvie, biometrics,
portability/mobility, identity management and RFID are coming.
But LeCouvie figures that inter-

… from P. 1

whether through tax incentives, education of business owners, training, a buy Canadian technology policy, or other approaches.
The economic return on investment of a national policy, to increase
the adoption of technology in Canadian business, would be worthwhile
Reid says. Does this imply that government become “a lead user
adopter” and also provide a technology infrastructure to Canadian businesses similar to its transportation
or education infrastructures? As part
of the “Connect Kentucky” strategy,
the state is funding technology
strategies and implementation for
businesses, education, and other organizations, with that very goal in
mind. A similar approach is being followed by the Greek government and
is referred to as “e-city”.
Over the last decade or so technology’s purpose has changed
from a provider of automation, to
esting changes are happening in an enabler, to a force that will
the area of Information Lifecycle change the very nature of governManagement (ILM) of data. Driven ment and its interaction with citiby legislation, data needs to be au- zens and other governments. But
dited; capturing what was changed, this is not a new concept.
by whom and when. Will this result
Lucienne Robillard, then presiin more accountability? LeCouvie dent of the Treasury Board, said
anticipates that
in 2000, “I believe
with identity
that it is fair to
management
say that within
and anywhere
the next decade,
a c c e s s i b i l i t y,
the Internet will
government
transform not onemployees will
the way that
ore than 8,000 gov- ly
become more
most public sercross-departernment IT special- vices are delivmental, manag- ists and friends (1,200 of ered, but also the
ing complex sitfundamental relauations for the them from abroad) will tionship that exbenefit of one de- learn about emerging ists between govpartment while
ernments and citnominally em- trends and technologies izens.”
ployed by anoth- at the GTEC ProfessionSo now we are
er. “It’s not who al Development Forum on a path that
we work for but
takes us to digital
who we work October 23-25. The many government and
with” that will be foreign visitors are drawn digital democrathe job descripcy. Digital govtion of the future by Canada’s reputation as ernment is typisays LeCouvie. a leader among industri- cally defined as
Does this sug- alized nations in adapting the production
and delivery of
gest government
as a virtual orga- IT to government. The fo- information and
nization, such rum will be held at the ser vices inside
government, bethat it does not
have a central Westin Hotel. To see the tween governg e o g r a p h i c a l program and register, ments and the
public using a
location and op- visit www.gtecweek.com.
range of informaerates solely
tion and commuthrough technolnication technologies. Digital
ogy (mostly Internet) tools?
John Reid of CATA (cata.ca) re- democracy refers to direct forms
members that the Canadian gov- of citizen involvement in addressernment’s objective a few years ago ing public challenges including
was to have Canadian citizens voting, polling and input into poliamongst the most connected in the cy and daily operations. Technolworld. While surveys seem to indi- ogy is not just changing governcate that we have largely accom- ment from inside out but from outplished that, he believes that the side in.
And who knows, perhaps with a
next national goal should be to take
the lessons learned and technology digital government we’ll have the
purchased by government to cre- option to reprogram it, re-boot it or
ate a national “strategy for innova- delete it.
James Bowen PhD, PMP, CMC
tion” goal. The result of the strategy will be to have Canadian small to is an Ottawa technology entremedium businesses amongst the preneur and Adjunct Professor at
highest users of ebusiness/ecom- the University of Ottawa’s School
merce technologies in the world, of Management.

GTEC
ReStart 06
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The blogs we choose
and the reasons why
Foremost for me is that I get the
scoop on all sorts of interesting international
IT conferences he
attends and contributes to (SXSW
Interactive, d.construct and Web Essentials, to name a few) without the
hassle of leaving my gels and liquids
at home and suffering the jet lag.
His latest announcement is
posted all the way from Web Directions South 2006 in Sydney,
Australia, where Derek’s workshop on ‘Accessibility 2.0’ is being
enjoyed as we go to print. He and
co-founders Dave Shea, Maxine
Sherrin and John Allsopp will
present the first annual Web Directions North, to be held in Vancouver in February, 2007.
Billed as a 48-hour conference
conceived “by designers and developers for designers and developers,” with the option of an additional two-day ski and snowboarding party to follow, it’ll undoubtedly be the next big thing for webheads. Registration starts soon,
but you can get on the mailing list
now to be eligible for first crack at
a $200 discount on a limited block
of tickets. Details can be found at
north.webdirections.org.
You can find more about
Derek’s work in the field of web development and accessibility at furtherahead.com.

Blogspotting
JENNIFER BRUCE

reetings and welcome to the
first SCAN Blogspotting colG
umn, where once a month you’ll
find word of a local tech blog and its
master (or mistress), chosen from
the list posted on our sister site, nationalcapitalscan.ca.
There are three criteria for posting on SCAN’s blogroll. The blogger must be from the NCR region
(or an expat who maintains ties –
hello, Tom Green); contributions
must be frequent, and the content
must be more tech-related than
heavy on lifestyle posts. Secondary
considerations much appreciated
by the SCAN Blogspotter team include strong design and aesthetic
flow; a sense of humour; proper
syntax, grammar and spelling; and
most importantly, writing which
fails to completely alienate those
of us who don’t dream in code.

If you’re tech blogging
from the area formerly
known as Hull, don’t be
shy — you’re severely
underrepresented.
Not so difficult, you say? We
could only find a few dozen candidates who fit the bill, so we’ve put
the top players up on the SCAN
site. If you think your blog has got
what it takes and it’s not already
on our roll, let us know and we’ll
give it a look-see. If you’re tech
blogging from the area formerly
known as Hull, don’t be shy —
you’re severely underrepresented
in the press this side of the river.
Getting lots of traffic and consistent comments responding to
your posts, and willing to offer suggestions to help others do the
same? Blogging about a launch/beta test/new and innovative way of
providing a service to the tech
community? We’d love to help you
spread the word.
Don’t agree with some of our
choices? That’s even better – tell us
why, (details, please) so we can get
a sense of the blogs you’re enjoying
and give credit where it’s due.
Best of all, if you’ve managed a way
to make a living from what most
consider a geeky, idle pastime at
best, do drop us a line. I have only
met one local who has achieved this
enviable status and he will shortly
be relocating elsewhere.
Derek Featherstone’s boxofchocolates.ca stands out among local tech blogs for several reasons.

OVTS turns 10 and welcomes 8,000+ … from P. 1
Hickey says the summit’s strength focused on IT innovation. Led by
lies in its efficiency, with panels that moderator Tim Miller, 451’s VP
speak directly to the interests of lo- and GM of financial markets, the
cal companies and investors panel — Stephane Dupont, exec“matched” with companies.
utive VP, National Ven“If you’re looking to raise
ture Capital Association;
money, you don’t want to
Christine Brent of IBM;
see every VC in the marand Chris Albinson, manket; you want to engage the
aging director, Panorama
ones that are focused on
Capital — will share inyour sector. Having that
sights on the current
screening done by OVTS is
trends in Silicon Valley.
extremely helpful.”
“The panel will inform
As a prelude to the main
Ottawa companies about
event, OVTS 2006 tees off
the current thinking in SilClaude Haw
mid-morning on Oct. 10
icon Valley and make them
of skypoint
with a “best ball” golf touraware of the funding availnament at Hautes Plaines Golf able here,” says Miller.
Club in Gatineau.
The final day will feature an adOVTS proper begins in earnest the dress by Paul Kedrosky, executive
following morning, as Ottawa tech director of the William J. von
potentate Terry Matthews, pro- Liebig Center at the University of
nounces on the importance of catch- California, San Diego. He is also a
ing the wave in his opening address,
Timing is Everything.
“We couldn’t be more pleased to
have the best-known entrepreneur
in the region,” says Daze. “This is
the first year he’s had the time to
come, and his participation should
have a strong impact on the gate.”
The afternoon will be occupied with
panel sessions. Comprised of experts
in such sectors as IT, healthcare and
telecommunications, the panels will
tackle topics including next generation VoIP, the entrepreneurial outlook
as seen by angel investors, and consumer targeted applications.
Among the nine teams of international panelists will be a contingent from California-based The
451 Group, an analyst company

venture investor with Ventures
West, Canada’s largest institutional venture capital firm, and the author of The Opportunist, a monthly
column in Business 2.0 magazine.
Claude Haw, general partner at
seed-funder Skypoint Capital, has
attended every OVTS from its inauguration in 1997 and will return
again this year. He is drawn to the
event for the networking and the opportunity to find exterior investors
for his firm’s 20 corporate clients.
“It’s a great forum for showcasing Ottawa companies to investors
— especially large US VCs,” says
Haw, who has sat on the OVTS
committee for several years.
“That’s what I really like about it.”
For more information on OVTS,
visit www.ottawavts.com, or contact
Stephen Daze or Dave Scollon or at
613-560-6081.

TM

JCI, the leading
Network of Young Entrepreneurs
and Leaders
www.jciottawa.com
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orbits
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY
Paul A.Bennett
joins Solutions Inc. as director of
business development. He will be
tasked with expanding the company’s custom mobile, web and special purpose software development business.
Pa u l
has
a
lengthy software
background, acquired with such
companies as Virtual Prototypes
Inc./Engenuity Technologies Inc.
of Montreal and Flick Software
Inc. of Kanata. Paul attended
McGill, where he earned a B.Sc
and a diploma in education. He has
been involved with a number of
community organizations which
work together to form the Ottawa
Talent Initiative. His numerous
outdoor activities include hiking,
canoeing and camping. He regularly attends the cinema, music
concerts and live theatre.

Michael Gerbis
is appointed CEO at The Delphi
Group, replacing outgoing CEO
and company co-founder Chris
Henderson, who becomes chairman of the board. Chris will continue to contribute to the company’s strategic planning process
and be involved in selected

key
business
relationships.
Michael will direct all areas of
the company ’s
business strategy
and operations. A
s e l f- d e s c r i b e d
“very active” guy,
he runs 10k races, golfs and plays
men’s league hockey. He also
manages a group of volunteers
who maintain the Owl Park skating rink each winter in his Hunt
Club neighborhood. A guest lecturer at local schools, Michael
shares his thoughts on climate
change and sustainability with
school kids. He earned a master’s
degree in environmental engineering from McMaster.

Dr. Franz Fink
is named president and CEO of Gennum Corp., succeeding interim
CEO Donald Woodley. He is also
appointed to the
company’s board
of directors. Franz
has spent the past
15 years in the US
and Europe with
Freescale Semiconductor and
Motorola. He
most recently served as senior VP
and GM of Freescale’s wireless and

mobile systems group. Prior to that,
he held the same title at Motorola’s
32-bit embedded microprocessor division. A native of Germany, Franz
earned a master’s degree and a doctorate from the department of computer science at the Technical University of Munich. His hiring is expected to bring stability to Gennum,
which has had to deal with some uncertainty while searching for a new
CEO since Ian McWalter left the
company in November 2005. Based
in Burlington, Ont., semiconductor
maker Gennum has a design centre
on Herzberg Road in Ottawa.

Sylvia Goodeve
joins Career Coaching International as a senior career coach.
Born and raised in Ottawa, Sylvia
earned a bachelor
of mathematics in
computer science
from Waterloo
before returning
to the city to begin
a career in the IT
sector. Prior to
signing on with
CCI, she worked for such companies as Deloitte & Touche, the Export Development Corporation
and OmniMark Technologies.
Sylvia is an active member of
Toastmasters International and
a volunteer instructor with the

Taoist Tai Chi Society of Canada.
An outdoor enthusiast, she loves to
explore the Gatineau Hills, hiking,
snowshoeing and cross-country
skiing. In the summer she can be
found pursuing her passion, racing
keelboats, on the Ottawa River.

Tom Keyserlingk
is named regional director of sales
at IHS Inc. in Ottawa, the engineering division of the Coloradobased IT firm.
Tom is responsible for new business development
from Toronto
through Western
Canada, as well
as key industrial
States such as
Ohio and Michigan. His purlieu will
also include the Ontario Provincial
Government. Tom is a graduate of
the uOttawa and has over 16 years
of senior sales experience. His previous employers include Tilcon
Software, RSA Security Inc. and
QNX Software Systems.

David Long
is appointed VP of finance and CFO
at Tundra Semiconductor. David
will be responsible for the company’s global financial operations, reporting requirements and shareholder communications. Formerly

vice president of finance at Cognos,
David began his
career at Nortel,
where he held progressively senior
roles in Canada
and the US over
the past 14 years.

Joe Marin
is appointed to the intellectual
property department of Osler,
Hoskin & Harcourt, where he’ll
practice all areas of patent law and
focus on pharmaceutical litigation. Joe received
his LL.B./B.C.L.
from McGill in
2005. He also
earned an M.Eng.
in chemical engineering
and
biotechnology, from the same
school. Joe articled with Osler and
was called to the bar in July 2006.

Yovav Meydad,
ex-chief of product management at
Spark Networks, is named to the advisory board of ZIM Corporation,
where he will assist with business
and technology development for
ZIM’s mobile content and P2P Internet TV strategy. Prior to working for
More, see Orbits, P. 12

Why Search A Few Technology Jobs In
Ottawa When You Can Scan Over 1,000?
Ottawa’s most comprehensive web site for up to date news on the local
advanced technology sector is also where you’ll find thousands of current
listings for virtually all technology jobs in Ottawa. If you’re looking to hire
or be hired, stop searching and start scanning.

www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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techno ogy education voice
EXPLORING ISSUES IN THE TEACHING AND THE BUSINESS OF TECHNOLOGY

Academia and industry: a 2 + 2 = 6 kind of relationship
By Susan Hickman
hen industry joins hands with
academia, it’s a relationship
W
that brings together production
know-how and the energy and
brainpower of youth.
When the high-tech sector began
to boom in the last millennium, industry turned more and more to
universities to plump up its workforce with technically trained people. Since then large corporations
and small companies alike have
come to recognize the advantages
of working close up with post-secondary institutions, where fresh
ideas and new blood abound.
Resource issues and the complexity of research problems have
also led to more and more government and university research
partnerships. Researchers believe
it is a more productive way to conduct science as well as to facilitate
the transition of young scientists
from the educational environment
to the working world of science.
Money changes hands in many
cases, feeding campuses with
much needed equipment, for instance, and everyone benefits from
the alliance.
One such alliance is Paracel
Laboratories Ltd., a scientific
company in Ottawa that specializes in solving environmental problems, and its beneficial connection
with Carleton University’s chemistry professor David Miller, a pioneer in studying the impact of fungal toxins and now NSERC industrial research chair in fungal toxins and allergens. Miller and a
team of graduate
and post-doctoral students are
working with
Paracel to determine, for example, how to detect
mould in houses,
a contaminant associated with
asthma and upper respiratory diseases.
“Professor Miller,” says Feridum
Hamdullahpur, Carleton’s vicepresident research and international, “is able to go to his undergrad or grad class and relate the research he is doing in his lab to a direct application, and what he is doing for people outside the university. Paracel is investing heavily in research here at the university because they truly believe in the value of what we are doing.”

The Paracel partnership is only
one of hundreds that are benefiting
not only Carleton, but also other
academic institutions in Canada
and abroad, government agencies,
non-governmental agencies, development agencies, foundations,
and industries large and small.
“From Health Canada, to Cognos, to universities in Australia, we
partner with the whole world,”
Hamdullahpur suggests, adding
that Carleton’s external research
expenditures in the last fiscal year
amounted to some $86 million.
“Over the past five or six years,
17% to 19% of our external funding
comes from the industrial sector.
Carleton brings in more industrybased funding than many of our
colleagues.”
While maintaining that Carleton
focuses on establishing partnerships “that will enhance the experience of our students and enable
our faculty members to broaden
their experience,” Hamdullahpur
dmits that some alliances can be
challenging to forge.
“If we want a healthy sustainable
relationship, we have to see what
will add value, and enable us to
generate new knowledge. The best
approach is to focus on what we
can do with each other. It’s not a
one-way street. (Our partners)
have a lot of hands-on experience.
“But when we identify established key areas that are emerging, and then go and look for international partners that fit into
our type of philosophy, then it’s a
two-plus-two-equals-six kind of
relationship.”

Last year, the advanced national network developer CANARIE awarded $1 million to
Trevor Hall, director of the Centre for Research in Photonics
at uOttawa and Canada Research
Chair in Photonic Network Technology, to develop shared virtual
environments for medical research and to train ophthalmic
residents in cataract surger y
through photonic network, regional high-speed network and
CA*4 net links.
Hall, who has extensive scientific contacts worldwide, collaborates with more
than 20 industry
partners, including Nortel, Alcatel and Fiat in
Italy.
The number
of active research partnerships with the
University of Ottawa increased
by a third last year to about 400,
the lion’s share of those with the
Canadian government. Revenues
from contract research were up
25% to $27 million.
Academic partnerships, says
Irvine, who is intent on seeing
mutual benefits, “are happening
on many fronts, but any partnership you set up requires a
change in your priorities. You
have to negotiate a win-win situation, so both partners achieve
what they want. Sometimes that
is difficult. The time scale of research is often long.”
Aerospace
leader Pratt &
Whitney Canada recently announced it was
a w a r d i n g
$300,000 in funding to professors
Stavros Tavoularis and Bertrand
Jodoin of uOttawa’s mechanical
engineering department to carry
out ground-breaking research on
aero-engines.

“From Health Canada, to Cognos,
to universities in Australia, we
partner with the whole world.”
Joe Irvine, who played an important role in the creation of two
University of Ottawa Heart Institute spinoffs — WorldHeart
Corporation and Liponex Inc. —
brings 20 years of university-industry liaison expertise to his new
position as director of uOttawa’s
Technology Transfer and Business
Entreprise (TTBE) service.
As the university’s “facilitator of
partnerships,” the TTBE focuses not
only on basic research, but also on
the commercialization of technology and the creation of new ventures.

Tavoularis and his team will test
and implement new computer simulations of turbine designs to increase efficiency and reduce noise,
while Jodoin’s team has applied a
unique cold-spray process to compressor blades at the front of jet engines to increase engine efficiency.
According to University of
Ottawa president Gilles Patry,
“Partnerships between leading
companies like Pratt & Whitney
and universities not only support
researchers and graduate students, but advance research and
development for industry.”

Program (ORCP), which will link
companies, colleges, universities
and research institutions to develop advanced technologies.
“I think it’s very important,” says
Irvine, “to give opportunities for innovation to get to the marketplace.
And it’s equally important for opportunities to provide training and
employment for our students. Our
graduates will be moving into industry and that’s what partnerships provide — a portfolio of different ways to use their education.”
Algonquin College also relies on
its partnerships with industry for
the hands-on experience its students will obtain,
as well as for donations, funding
and advice.
Advisory committees, made up
of people from industry, annually
review the college’s programs
to ensure they are relevant to current needs, says Kent MacDonald, executive director of strategy
and business development for Algonquin.
“And on the other end of the
spectrum,” MacDonald adds, “we
have partners like Wilderness
Tours that deliver programs with
us. We do all the academic delivery and work with them to expose
the students to their expertise. We
wouldn’t be able to do it without
them.”
A partnership with the Ottawa
Flying Club, for example, allows
the college to offer a program
unique to Eastern Ontario that
gives students the opportunity to
earn a commercial pilot licence
and saves the college the expense
of purchasing its own airplanes.
Ford, General Motors and
Daimler-Chrysler have donated
late-model cars to the college’s
School of Transportation and
Building Trades.
“But the need for partnerships
at the college goes way beyond
that,” MacDonald notes. “It is also
important to us because we are an
applied learning institution, where
we expose our students to theory
and meet their needs for real
hands-on experience.
“It ensures our programs
remain relevant and exposes our
students to the industry that will
be hiring them.”

“Any partnership you set up requires
a change in your priorities.
You have to negotiate a win-win
situation, so both partners achieve what
they want. Sometimes that is difficult.”
Hany Moustapha, senior fellow and manager of Pratt & Whitney Canada’s technology programs, says the company is now
collaborating with 18 universities
and about 250 students across
Canada.
“These (and other) partnerships
are invaluable to advancing our engine research programs and allowing us to recruit the best engineers.”
On the new ventures side, seven
start-up companies were created
in the past year using technology
developed out of industry partnerships with the University of Ottawa
or its research institutes, says
Irvine. One of those is OneChip
Photonics, which is developing a
component for passive optical networks (PONS) that will challenge
the marketplace with Internet
speeds a thousand times faster
than DSL.
The province also supports industry-academic partnerships that
bring new discoveries to market.
This summer, Premier Dalton
McGuinty, who is also the Minister
of Research and Innovation, announced new investments to help
researchers and companies develop cutting-edge technologies to fuel the economy and create jobs in
the province.
The province is also funding 16
new projects through its Ontario
Research and Commercialization
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Algonquin Brings Leading-Edge Technology to Expedition Africa
Algonquin College prides itself on the
integration of technology into its learning landscape, and through the use of leading-edge
technology, the College is helping bring the
African landscape to schools across Ontario.

“The educational and technological lessons
learned during the Everest climb are being
utilized and enhanced to provide a multilayered educational opportunity for Ontario
school children to learn about Africa.

The Small World, Big Picture – Expedition
Africa Project is designed to actively engage
Canadian school-aged students, their teachers
and families with respect to the Continent of
Africa, its opportunities, its challenges and its
peoples. Through the innovative use of
advanced technology, people will better
understand the realities and challenges facing
groups of people and their communities in
developing African countries.

“Our technologically-enhanced web site
allows people around the world to follow the
expedition,” says MacDougall. “This site will
have relevant text, pictures, and video of the
expedition as it proceeds through Africa.
It will allow visitors to monitor the movement
of the expedition team through satellite Global
Positioning System (GPS) technology, learn
about the respective African countries,
and actively engage students through
pedagogically-advanced learning material.”

In 2005, Glenn MacDougall, Director of
Algonquin College’s Learning and Teaching
Services, and his team helped bring Ben
Webster’s Mt. Everest climb to the world
through a leading-edge web site. He has
taken this experience to new heights and
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created an enhanced web-based learning
portal for the African expedition that will be
utilized by school boards across Ontario.
“We are working closely with some of the
most progressive and innovative educators
in Canada,” says MacDougall. “In addition,
we have a unique opportunity, through our
web site, to demonstrate to people around
the world that the programs, services, staff
and faculty at Algonquin College are also
some of the most progressive and innovative
in Canadian post-secondary education.

Algonquin College has worked closely with
district school board educators to develop
curriculum for classroom delivery and for
teachers to develop learning materials to
support their respective curriculum.

“Algonquin is proud to lend its technological
expertise to this exciting and innovative
project as it will ultimately strengthen
community ties and educate Canadian
students about the many facets of African
culture,” concludes MacDougall.

For more information on
Expedition Africa please visit
algonquincollege.com/africa

Big money show examines where big money goes
(and while it used to be here it isn’t any more)
“We have to demonstrate that
we’ve got companies that are sucbtaining venture capital is cessfully making money for inmuch like winning the lottery vestors,” Waitman says. “If we can’t
for tech companies in Ottawa ac- build half a dozen hundred-million
cording to the hosts of The Big dollar companies after you’ve gotMoney Show in the September ten three billion dollars in investment, and I’m just talking about Otpodcast from OCRIRadio.com.
“The bottom line is, Ottawa is no tawa, then you’ve got a problem.”
Ted Anderson of Ventures West
longer attracting the same share
of capital that it once did,” says Jef- had a fairly optimistic outlook on
frey Dale, OCRI president and co- venture capital financing in Ottawa.
Q (Rudyk — “What do you say to
host of the show. “Yet there have
never been more technology com- critics of the Canadian venture cappanies here and obviously a small ital industry that claim it is impossible or next to imposminority of them
sible to raise money
are winning the
from our large instiventure capital lottutions for Canadian
tery right now.”
innovation?’
The current podA (Anderson) —
cast of The Big
“Well I’d say that
Money Show focusVentures West,
es on where the big
Celtic House, Nomoney is going and
vacap and a numhow Ottawa can pober of others have
sition itself to atindicated that that’s
tract more of it.
wrong, but I think
The hour long
the bar is reasonshow features inably high and I
terviews with Anthink that experidrew Waitman,
ence is necessary
managing partner
in order to give peoof Celtic House,
ple confidence that
Canada’s largest
you’re able to idenv e n t u r e
tify good investcapital company
ment opportunities,
and Ted Anderson,
place the money inpresident of Ventelligently and then
tures West, one of
manage those opthe largest and
portunities through
most successful
to successful comventure capital
pletion. It is a difficompanies. Also
Jeffrey Dale
cult asset class that
featured are Dr.
Michael Caughey, OCRI’s found- has been proven both here and in
ing president, creator of the Tech- the United States over the past counology Venture Dinners in the 90’s, ple of years and I think that there
a renowned entrepreneur and now have been some systemic issues
board member for several Ottawa that have caused the larger pentech companies, and Stephen sion funds and the medium-sized
Daze, executive director of OCRI’s pension funds to be a little bit shy of
Entrepreneur Centre and organiz- the asset class in Canada, but I’m
er of the upcoming Ottawa Venture hoping that over the next little
while that we will be able to change
and Technology Summit.
The Big Money Show is also co- that and there will be more dollars
hosted by Nathan Rudyk, president coming into venture capital.
Q (Rudyk) — Let’s zone in on Otof market2world Inc. Rudyk and
Dale discuss the Ontario govern- tawa. Tech employment and new
ment’s announcement that they will company formation has rebounded
use $90 million dollars to create a strongly over the last few years, but
new fund in Ontario to invest in in- venture capital investment for the
novation. This was a welcome an- six months of 2006 is running at
nouncement, as Dale says the lack about $80 million, less than a third
of pools of capital is causing a huge of last year’s total. Yet in B.C., where
frustration locally and some com- Ventures West originated from, your
panies that cannot get the needed growth is up. So in regards to atcapital will end up going elsewhere. tracting venture capital to Ottawa,
Andrew Waitman of Celtic what could we be doing better?
A (Anderson) — I don’t think you
House, which has over half a billion dollars under management, can be doing anything better. I think
says he is optimistic about the Ot- you are just seeing some natural
tawa tech scene and feels there ebb and flows here. If you wanted to
is a healthy environment for tech really make it look ugly, you could
again. The problem as he sees it go back to what was going on in
is that several VC’s lost a lot of 2000, where $2 billion was coming
investor ’s money through the into the Ottawa region. I think what
tech meltdown and made the re- you are seeing is a little bit of timing
gion and Canada look bad to in- issues here. The companies here
raised substantial money last year,
vestors.
By Gemma Richardson

O

Andrew Waitman
they are working through that money and they haven’t gone back out
for their next rounds yet. I think that
the investment community is being
a lot more selective. I think that the
entrepreneurial community is
being a lot more selective in terms
of looking at raising capital and how
much they really need it. The order
of the day to day is capital efficiency
— don’t raise too much money too
quickly and make sure that you can
generate decent returns on the
money, so I don’t think people are
any longer looking at the opportunity to sell something for a billion
dollars so they can afford to raise a
$100 million. They are probably

saying look, the reality of life is
things are probably going to be sold
for a $100 or $150 million dollars. So
in order to generate decent returns
on capital for our investors that are
going in at an early stage and high
risk, we can’t raise $100 million, we
can only raise $20 or $30 million, and
we’ve got to figure out how to survive on that and how to raise that
capital over time and in an efficient
way. So I think that is a lot of what
you are seeing, but Ottawa is still a
tremendous location for technology
innovation in this country. It is one of
the few places in this country where
you really have all the pieces that
you need to build great companies.
Anderson says Ventures West
will be opening an office in Ottawa
and will have a person on the
ground hopefully in the New Year.
While venture capital investment may be down, there are
more tech companies in Ottawa
than ever. Dr. Michael Caughey
says we should be encouraged that
there is more bootstrapping of selffinanced entrepreneurs.
“We know how exhilarating, but
at times how irrational the tech
bubble was and I think we are back
to a very prudent period in the development of Ottawa,” says Caughey. “It’s going forward and yet it’s
doing it in a way that consolidates.”
Caughey has a positive outlook on
the future of Ottawa’s development

Ted Anderson
and says more jobs will be created
through the spirit of entrepreneurship. “It’s still the best game in
town,” he says.
The final segment of the hour
long podcast highlights the upcoming 10th Annual Ottawa Venture
and Technology Summit. The Summit will run from Oct. 10 to 12 at the
Hilton Lac-Leamy Hotel and Casino. Eighteen local companies will
present to investors during the
three day Summit and 42 different
speakers are lined up, including a
keynote speech from Terr y
Matthews. (For more on the technology venture summit, see article on page 1.)
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Google finds a new way to coax knowledge out
of information, confirms our place in life sciences
The old economy was reliant
on material inputs
and
therefore
exhaustible resources. New
economist Paul
Romer proposes
that “new ideas embedded in technological change, [is
what] drives economic growth and
allows us to escape the gaunt future economists have often imagined.” The diminishing returns
caused by resource constraints is
replaced by increasing returns
based on the unlimited expandability of ideas embedded in software and the instant feedback of
information afforded by the digitization of information and its availability on the web.
Knowledge is the next step up
from information. It is information
with meaning that enables us to
decide what to do. Kevin Kelly in
his New York Times Magazine article (May 14), Scan This Book,
sets out mankind’s recurrent
dream: to have in one place all
knowledge, past and present. The
great library at Alexandria, 300

Wealth of
Knowledge

FRED BELAIRE

he major lesson I draw from
reading Freakonomics by
T
Steven D. Levitt and Stephen J.
Dubner is that many apparent
mysteries of economics can be
solved by asking the right questions and drawing connections
based on information that is assembled for other than economic
purposes.
This is increasingly so because
the emerging knowledge economy
is networked and interconnected
in ways undreamt of in traditional
economic analysis. Such analysis
relied almost exclusively on data
expressed in currency values. Economic models provided context to
convert this raw data into economic information.

BC, was designed to hold all the ranks the value of goods and serscrolls circulating in the known vices in the marketplace, the number of hits ranks the relevance of
world.
Kelly notes that “Technology ac- ideas on the Web.
Search engines, Google, Yahoo,
celerates the migration of all we
know into the universal form of Ask, MSN and now Microsoft’s
digital bits.” In commenting on Live, enable the scanning of all
what happens when books connect knowledge expressed in digital
he says, “The link and the tag may bits. Google is first amongst these
be the most important inventions search engines. Many of my colleges no longer
of the last 50
search by URL.
years. They get
they
their initial wave Just as the dollar ranks Instead
type key words
of power when
the value of goods
on
Google.
we first code
and services in the G o o g l e . c o m /
them into bits of
trends now has
text, but their
marketplace, the
three years of dareal transformanumber of hits ranks ta on hits on its
tion energies fire
system.
up as ordinary
the relevance of
The economic
users click on
ideas on the Web.
models menthem in the
tioned above recourse of everyday Web surfing, unaware that quired certain assumption about
each humdrum click “votes on a how the economy actually
link, elevating its rank of rele- worked. It was important to
vance.” The development of infor- check the assumption against
mation technologies was facilitat- the experience of economic
ed by the invention of new lan- actors. These were called reality
guages. The Web is now creating a checks. Google trends now allow
new currency. Just as the dollar a kind of virtual reality check.

For example in S u s a n H i c k man’s September SCAN article
on the merger of OCRI and the
Ottawa Life Science Council
(OLSC), the latter sector is recognized as being among the four
leading life science clusters in
the country. Google trends shows
Ottawa ranks 2nd amongst the top
ten Canadian locations for hits
about life sciences. This virtual
reality check supports the above
assertion. Google labs cautions
that this trend-analysis product
is still in the early stages of development. But I encourage
everyone to experiment with it.
How does your industry cluster
rank? I am sure that the readers
of this column could come up
with more imaginative probing
queries. If you manage to tickle
some significant knowledge out
of this new information, please
let me know.
F r e d B e l a i r e is the former
secretary of the E c o n o m i c
Council of Canada and chief
economist of Atomic Energy of
Canada Ltd. He can be reached
at fred@belaire.net.

orbits
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY … from P. 6
Spark, Meydad was director of the
ICQ wireless accounts management group for ICQ Mobile,
an AOL Time Warner Company.
“I am confident that my past and
present roles with leading online
companies such as ICQ and Spark
Networks will serve as a tremendous asset to ZIM’s new direction,”
asserts Meydad.

Alexander Monic
is made an associate at Ottawa’s
office of Borden Ladner Gervais,
intellectual property litigation
practice groups. He is a graduate
of Queen’s , where he received a
masters of law before being admitted to the Ontario bar in 2006.
While at university, Alexander was
a caseworker at Queen’s legal aid
and the graduate studies representative, faculty of law, for the society of graduate and professional
students.

MOSAID Technologies
promotes Joseph Brown to VP of
finance. Joseph joined the company’s finance group in 1988 and was
most recently director of financial
services and corporate controller.
Before joining
Mosaid, he was
a chartered accountant with
Price Waterhouse. He holds a Joseph Brown
12

BCom from Carleton. The company also promotes Michael
Vladescu to vice
president,
patents.
He
joined Mosaid in
1996 as manager
Michael
of intellectual
Vladescu
property and was
made director in 2000. He previously worked at Semiconductor
Insights. Michael holds a BSc
(electrical engineering) from the
University of Waterloo and an executive MBA from Queen’s.

Steve Panyko
is appointed CEO at Sciemetric
Instruments. Steve has served in
executive positions with a number
of companies
supplying equipment and expertise to emergency
responders. Prior
to coming to Sciemetric, he was
COO of Gatineaubased Plant
CML and before that CEO of CML
Emergency Services. He holds a
masters degree in electrical engineering from Columbia University. “We are thrilled to have Steve
Panyko join our team,” says
Nathan Sheaff, Sciemetric founder
and CEO prior to handing over that
position to Panyko and taking on
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the responsibilities of COO. “Given his international experience, he
can help make us a global company. Sciemetric is a provider of defect detection, analysis and traceability solutions for manufacturers.

Jean-Guy Rens
is added to the governing council
of CATAAlliance and named research executive. Jean-Guy has
over 25 years experience in the information and communications
technology (ICT) sector and has
written several books on ICT, including L’empire invisible, a 1,000page timeline covering virtually
every aspect of the Canadian
telecommunications industry. He
led a team that conducted the first
comprehensive analysis of the IT
industry in Quebec. His research
subsequently won him a contract
with the Government of Quebec
to oversee a major investigation into security in public sector computer networks. Jean-Guy is president of ScienceTech Communications, an IT consulting firm specializing in public policy analysis
and marketing assistance for the
introduction of new products and
services.

Michaela Tokarski
is named MODASolutions VP of
marketing, responsible for promoting the company’s flagship
product, SECURE-eBill, to merchants, consumers and channel

partners. Prior to
joining MODA ,
Michaela cofounded Coastal
Contacts Inc., an
E-tailer of optical
products. Before
that she held positions at Kraft
General Foods, Syncrude, and
Domtar Fine Papers. Michaela
earned a bachelor of applied science, chemical engineering, from
Waterloo and an MBA with an entrepreneurship specialization
from the University of Victoria.
She is a past-president of the Ottawa chapter of the Entrepreneurs’ Organization.

Andrée Wylie,
former CRTC commissioner, returns to the Ottawa office of Blake,
Cassels & Graydon to practice
communications
law. Andrée joined
the Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission
in 1995 as a fulltime commissioner, and was VP of
broadcasting from 1998 to 2005. She
is a member of the board of Opera
Lyra and sits on the NAC gala
committee. “[Andrée] is widely
recognized for her expertise and
experience, and we are delighted
that she has decided to return to

Blakes,” says chairman Jim
Christie. “She is another example
of our continued success in attracting the best legal talent to
serve our clients’ needs.”

Dan York,
director of Mitel’s IP technology division, is appointed to the VOIPSA
(voice over IP security alliance)
board of directors
as best practices
chair. Dan will
spearhead VOIPSA’s project to develop and document industry best
practices for security VoIP systems.
He will also head up VOIPSA’s foray
into “social media” with the launch
of the alliance’s group weblog. Dan
is the producer of “Blue Box: The
VoIP Security Podcast” where each
week he and co-host Jonathan Zar,
VOIPSA’s secretary, discuss VoIP
security news and interview people
in the VoIP sector. VOIPSA is group
of industry professionals dedicated
to VoIP security and education. Dan
enjoys the outdoors and can be frequently found hiking, biking, kayaking or just going on long walks with
his wife and daughter. He is active in
several local community groups
and, as an American living in Ottawa, discovered a love for the sport
of curling that led to helping establish a curling club in Vermont where
he now lives.

nuggets
NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD … from P. 3
Resort in Wales. Wesley Clover,
Matthews’ holding company, says it
recently sold one million March
shares, at $19.50 each, on the TSX.
Wesley Clover now holds 3,150,329
common shares of March Networks,
about 19% of the company’s current
issued share capital. Matthews says
he’s not abandoning the company, but
needs the cash for other undertakings. “I am pleased with the business
growth and financial performance of
March Networks over the past few
years,” he says. “I am a strong supporter and continue to believe in the
upside business prospects for the
company. My decision to sell one million shares … was driven by a need to
fund activities within the Wesley
Clover portfolio, including activities
for the 2010 Ryder Cup …”

ZIM enters Chinese
TV portal enterprise
Michael Cowpland’s mobile service company Zim Corp. has put another poker in the fire, entering into an
agreement to provide P2P (peer-topeer) Internet TV application development and content aggregation for
China’s PPLive, the largest peer-to
peer Internet portal in the world. ZIMPPLive will offer free online streaming TV programs to PPLive’s more
than 50 million registered users. “With
this partnership, we hope to leverage
our existing relationships and technical expertise to expand our role into
the Internet TV market,” says Cowpland, president and CEO of ZIM. “P2P
Internet TV is a very hot space, and
we are excited to be partnering with
one of the world’s leaders.”

Thermal acquires
complementary
technology
Thermal Energy adds another
number to its repertoire after acquiring awardwinning, patented
Dry-Rex bioenergy technology
from Montrealbased Mabarex
Inc. for $3.25 million, including the
issuance
of
500,000 common Thermal CEO
Tim Angus
shares. Thermal
Energy says it will immediately take
control of Dry-Rex global sales relationships and Marbarex’s existing
sales roster. Dry-Rex technology uses biomass, like pulp and paper industry waste, to make biofuel for
power producers and industry. “Acquiring the Dry-Rex(tm) technology
has been one of this management
team’s primary strategic objectives
in expanding Thermal Energy’s
comprehensive suite of energy cost
saving solutions and provides a fundamental and exciting shift in our
business going forward,” Tim Angus, Thermal president and CEO,
says.

recently laid-off workers failed to receive promised compensatory benefits including notice pay and stock options. The claim filed by the litigants
asserts they were offered payment for
up to eight weeks for every year employed at the company, a week’s severance pay for each year of service up
to a maximum of 26 weeks worth, and
further compensation based on the
terminated worker’s age, position and
time with the company. The severance offer was allegedly dependent
on employees relinquishing any future claims against the firm.

Elliptic signs
Chinese distributor
Elliptic Semiconductor has entered into a partnership with
Shanghai-based Crescendo Technologies Inc. to bring Elliptic’s
semiconductor IP and middleware
the booming Chinese market. “After visiting China in 2005, it was
clear that this was a market Elliptic
had to participate in,” says Al
Hawtin, Elliptic’s VP of marketing
and business development. “It is,
however, impossible to do so without a solid channel partner with resources on the ground along with
strong technical capabilities and a
network of contacts in the industry.
Crescendo is the perfect partner for
Elliptic...” Elliptic reports that the
ink on the deal had barely dried
when the company made its first
sale in China.

Liponex drug
on trial
Liponex Inc. has begun Phase I/II
testing of CRD5, a cholesterol controller, on patients. The compound is
being developed to treat dyslipidemia,
caused by erratic cholesterol levels,
and heart disease. “With the trial progressing as planned, we are now focusing on obtaining definitive safety
and efficacy data in patients and determining an optimal dose for use in
future clinical trials,” says Liponex
president and CEO Bill Dickie. “Generating strong efficacy data over a significantly longer treatment period
than in our previous trials should provide us with the proof of concept that
we need to begin accelerating discussions with potential partners for
the later-stage development of
CRD5.” The drug is being tested on
50 patients at the Ottawa Hospital’s
Riverside campus. Liponex expects
to report results from the trial in the
first quarter of 2007.

Sidense locks
up funding
Sidense, provider of memory IP
solution, secures early-round funding from Waterloo-based Tech Capital Partners. The money will be
used to expand Sidense’s marketing and sales efforts. The amount of
the deal was not disclosed.

Bridgewater signs
Former Mitel workers supply deal
suing company
Bridgewater Systems inks a partA class-action suit launched
against Mitel Networks alleges some

nership agreement with New-Jerseybased Commnet Supply, a distributor

and reseller of wireless infrastructure
and services. The agreement lets
Commnet offer network service
providers Bridgewater’s policy management software suite, which monitors subscriber access to network services and expedites the launch of wireless data services. “Commnet continues to deliver leading, innovative infrastructure solutions to the wireless
service provider market,” says Tyler
Nelson, Bridgwater’s VP, business development and marketing. “Our relationship with Commnet helps to support this effort with a broad range of
policy management solutions that
help their customers maximize profits and launch new services faster
than ever before.”

MODA secures
round-2 funding
MODASolutions, provider of alternative payment solutions, locks up
US$11 million in its bid for secondround financing. The deal was led by
Ottawa’s Celtic House, one of Canada’s largest early-stage tech investors, Propulsion Ventures and
existing investors BDC Venture Capital and the Ottawa Angel Alliance.
The proceeds will be used to grow
MODASolutions’ North American operations and market. “We chose investment partners that will actively
contribute to the growth of the business” says Marwan Forzley, president and CEO of MODASolutions.
“This investment round will support
SECURE-eBill’s momentum in the
alternative payment marketplace.”

Taske and Viable
cozy up
Taske Technology, provider of
management and reporting systems
for the contact center and business,
forms a strategic services agreement
with Sarasota, Florida-based Viable
Resources, a contact-center services
provider. The deal will allow enhanced
implementation and consulting services for TASKE Technology’s product suite. Says Steven Gray, Taske’s
VP off sales, “Viable Resources provides a national network of skilled professionals which will extend both our
implementation capacity but also enhance the portfolio of services available to our customers.”

March, Bombardier
sign development
agreement
March Networks and Bombardier Transportation sign an
agreement to co-design and develop
an onboard mobile security system
for the passenger rail market.
March’s contribution will add a purpose-built system for passenger safety and improved rail operations to
Bombardier’s family of transit security solutions. “The transportation
sector represents a significant growth
opportunity for March Networks,”
says Peter Strom, president and
CEO. “Partnering with a world-class
organization like Bombardier, we are
continuing to secure our position as
the leader in mobile video solutions.”
Bombardier has approximately 97,000
vehicles in 60 countries worldwide.

COM DEV shows
continued improved
performance
Satellite subsystems manufacturer
COM DEV International Ltd reports sales of $41.2 million for Q3 ended July 31, up 32% from $31.3 million
for the same period last year. Net income was $6.4 million, or $0.10 per
share, compared to $1.6 million, or
$0.03 per share, for the third quarter in
fiscal 2005. The company is increasing 2006 revenue growth projection,
from 15% to in excess of 20%, on the
basis of 19% year-to-date growth and
a strong near-term outlook.

Mitel goes to Yemen
Mitel has come to an arrangement with Yemen’s national
telecommunications provider, Public Telecommunications Corporation, in which the telco will bring
Mitel solutions to the Yemeni market. PTC will use Mitel’s range of IP
platforms, and supply Mitel applications for contact centres, messaging, video conferencing, wireless
communications and other services.

Tundra moving
products with Nu
Horizons
Tundra Semiconductor announces a Pan-Asian distribution
partnership with Nu Horizons Asia
Pte Ltd., a subsidiary of Melville,
NY-based Nu Horizons Electronics Corp. The agreement will
see Nu Horizons Asia carry Tundra’s RapidIO switches and host
bridges to markets in Australia,
China, India, Korea, Malaysia,
New Zealand, Singapore, Taiwan
and Thailand.

Iotum gets the
call from AIM
VoIP telephony company iotum
gets access to 43 million US AIM
Phoneline users after being accepted into the AOL-owned company’s developer program. The
partners have been investigating
ways to integrate Iotum call control
features with AIM Phoneline services. AOL will promote the applications and devices of all its developer partners at an online store.
“This is a super-exciting time for Iotum,” says co -founder Howard
Thaw. Until now, distribution has
been the biggest constraint on our
ability to grow. With AOL, we can attack a very large customer base.
The sky is really the limit.” Iotum
won a coveted DEMOgod award at
the DEMO conference in Phoenix
last February, as reported in the
March issue of SCAN.

Mitel gets northern
exposure
Mitel is helping Residential
Mortgage better serve its clients
throughout the state by improving
communications between Anchorage headquarters and employees
spread across Alaska. “Residential
Mortgage has seven offices [in Alaska], and it’s important that all the

players are on the same page even
if they are hundreds of miles apart
from each other,” says Clinton
Jones, Residential Mortgage IT director. “Employees can now communicate through simple four-digit
extensions regardless of their location, whereas previously they had
to dial ten-digit phone numbers.”

Intermap making
models of California
counties
Denver-based Intermap Technologies, a digital geospatial mapping company, partners with CyberCity 3D (cybercity.tv) to create
precision 3-D visualization models
of five California counties: Los Angeles, Orange, Sacramento, San
Diego, and Ventura. The resulting
“3D Terrains” will feature aerial imagery laid over Intermap’s topographical data that has a vertical
accuracy of one meter or better. The
3-D models will be used by government agencies and commercial enterprises for urban planning, utilities and telecommunications infrastructure, watershed management,
tourism, safety, and navigation. One
hundred and fourteen of Intermap’s
280 global employees work at its
Ottawa offices on Gurdwara Road.

RAMTelecom moves
here and there
Ottawa-based RAMTelecom,
supplier of satellite service for voice
and data transmission, opens new
offices in Ottawa and Calgary. The
Ottawa office, on Conroy Road, offers 24/7 network monitoring, maintenance and customer service, as
well as sales and field support for
mining and government clients. It
also serves as a R&D test centre
for new satellite technology, and includes a customer demonstration
area. The company’s Calgary offices will house sales and field support personnel serving oil and gas,
forestry and government customers. “With these new offices we
are well positioned to support our
existing customers, whether they
are operating in urban centres
across the country or in remote
regions where traditional communication networks can’t reach,” says
Gilles Desmarais, RAM president
and CEO.

Sontex Health
Services bought by
Medisys
Montreal’s Medisys Health
Group Income Fund, a providers
of healthcare services to Canadian
corporations and insurance companies, acquires the assets of Sontex
Health Services Ltd. for an unreported sum. A provider of executive
and occupational health services in
the capital region, Sontex generated
approximately $0.6 million in revenue last fiscal year. “In this fragmented, growing industry with few
national providers, we believe that
there is an opportunity to provide
More, see Nuggets, P. 14
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Home from Boston, nuggets
NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
back next year
Allen-Vanguard secures contract with DND

… from P. 13

By Paul Emond
at the Fall VON in Boston,
held in the sprawling Convention
Iandwas
Exhibition Center near the
harbourfront. The show was bigger and the exhibits more impressive than last year, signaling that
there are a lot of successful companies focused on this space.
Overall, the VoIP trends we saw
were:
• A substantial focus on SMB applications, something new for
this year. Enterprise VoIP applications are slowly making their
way down into the SMB space;
• This year, most vendors seemed
to have noticed the industry
trend towards hosted VoIP for
SMBs and were developing services for hosted VoIP as well as
premise-based VoIP equipment.
This was a major change from
the year before when most had
no offerings for hosted VoIP
providers such as Versature;
• A number of service providers
are looking to support the VoIP
industry. To us, this was a welcome change and signals a maturing market;
• There are now a number of vendors with testing tools and operational support capabilities.
We found new and exciting technologies to integrate into our VoIP
offering for small business. We
found potential service providers to

help us with our operational difficulties such as billing and testing.
And we met with our existing vendors to talk face-to-face about where
they are taking their products and to
ensure they’re going in the direction that we want them to go.
I’m a founding member and serve
on the board of The Canadian Association of Voice Over IP Providers
(CAVP). The role of CAVP is to help
VoIP service providers in Canada
to get established, and to work with
the CRTC and other regulatory bodies to ensure that there is a level
playing field for everyone. The
emergency number 911 has always
been a contentious issue here in
Canada and abroad where Voice
Over IP is concerned.
I was pleased to find that the 911
service providers in the USA and
in Canada are moving forward
with solutions to help to meet the
unique 911 needs of VoIP subscribers. A very interesting company out of Montreal called 911Enable was exhibiting and seems to
have world-class capabilities in
this field, allowing VoIP subscribers in Canada and the USA to
reach the right 911 operator when
they need emergency assistance.
All in all, we were impressed
with the depth and quality of the
exhibitors in attendance at the
show, especially when compared
with the year before. We’ll definitely be there again next year.

outstanding corporate health services to both our local and national
clients,” says Stuart M. Elman,
Medisys CFO. “The addition of Sontex is consistent with our strategy
to consolidate the market and solidifies our position as the leading national corporate health services
provider.” Sontex was acquired in
1996 by Dr. Olaf Skjenna, who will
become a member of the Medisys
team of physicians. “My team and I
are very excited to be joining
Medisys,” says Skjenna. “Over the
years, we’ve grown the company by
focusing on providing high-quality
executive and occupational health
services to our clients. One of the
most important factors in our decision to sell was the similarity and
compatibility of Medisys’ operating
philosophies with our own.”

BelAir nets “Wireless
Minneapolis” contract
BelAir Networks and US Internet announce their winning bid to
blanket Minneapolis with a broadband wireless network built and
maintained by US Internet and using BelAir Networks mobile broadband mesh networking solutions.
Dubbed “Wireless Minneapolis”, the
project will result in one of the
largest “wireless cities” in the US.
“US Internet offered the best proposal, and we were very pleased
with the performance of their pilot
network and the BelAir Networks
technology,” reports Minneapolis’
chief information officer K arl
Kaiser. The privately-held BelAir

Allen-Vanguard’s Mk2 disruptor
Allen-Vanguard Corp. wins a against international competitors,”
$3.7 million, five-year deal to supply says David Luxton, Allen-Vanits Mk2 bomb disposal robot to the guard’s CEO. “It further validates
DND’s MINI-ROV program. The the performance, capabilities and
contract includes an option for ad- value of our Vanguard Mk2 robot
ditional robots at a cost of $1.6 mil- for military operations and is leverlion. The company expects to fill ageable into similar programs elsethe initial order in the first half of where.” All local bomb squads in
its 2007 fiscal year, beginning Oct. the US are required to have a
1. “This was an important win bomb disposal robot by 2009.
has thousands of wireless mesh
nodes deployed in more than 150
projects worldwide.

Edgewater
technology flies
during testing
Cedar Rapids, IA- based Rockwell
Collins and Edgewater Computer
successfully demonstrate the Ottawa
company’s compliant networking
technology referred to as Extended
1553. In March 2006, the US Air Force
announced a new standard for data
bus networking in military avionics.
The standard, which increases data
throughput by 200% over previous
technology without need for rewiring
or change to existing infrastructure,
was developed by Edgewater for the
US Government. “The E1553 technology enables cost-effective, incremental upgrades of aging aircraft,
provides substantially improved performance, and enables network-centric operation capabilities required
to support today’s warfighter,” says
Woody Hogle, VP and GM, Integrated Systems at Rockwell Collins.

Lower loss for reinvented Wi-LAN
Recently relocated to Ottawa, WiLAN wraps up what it terms a “watershed” quarter, announcing a loss of
$400,000, or a penny a share, signaling
the beginning of a turnaround from
the same period last year when the
company dropped $3.5 million. The
about-face is mirrored in the company’s strategy as it shifts from a products business and markets its portfolio of wireless technology patents.
Q3 revenue came in at $2.1 million,
which includes an up-front payment
from Fujitsu Microelectronics to licence specific WiMAX applications.
The company says it expects to add
between eight and ten employees by
the end of the fiscal year on Oct. 31.

Plaintree profits climb
but outlook dim
Plaintree Systems Q1, 2007 revenues for products, management
14
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services and partnership income
were $42, 823, $497,700 and $77,796,
respectively. Net profit for the period was $147,455, or 0.00 cents per
share, compared to a net loss of
$540,002 or 0.01 cents per share for
the same quarter in 2006. The company is looking for new financing
and fears it may have to close shop.
“There can be no assurance that the
company will be able to raise additional capital or that anticipated revenues will materialize or be at a level sufficient to sustain Plaintree’s
operations.” the company says.
“Should these funding options not
materialize, the company may cease
operations.” Founded in 1988, Plaintree develops and manufactures
wireless products using LED infrared technology.

NorthSea releases
latest OEM solutions
NorthSeas AMT, maker of e-mail
archiving appliances, is offering two
new OEM (original equipment manufacturer) solutions that will allow
server and storage vendors to add
NorthSeas’ Email archiving capabilities to their products. NorthSeas
OEM products provide system manufacturers and solutions integrators
the opportunity to turn their systems
into turnkey e-mail storage solutions
while avoiding the cost and complexity of third-party software or
lengthy product development.

PMC-Sierra shuts
Ottawa design lab
Santa Clara, Ca-based chipmaker
PMC-Sierra has all but slapped a
padlock on its Ottawa design lab as
part of a cost-cutting measure that
will also affect its Portland, Oregon,
operations where 10 jobs will be lost.
All activity is expected to end in October, when work on existing projects
is expected to wrap up. The closure
means the elimination of 30 to 40 positions, primarily in R&D. The move
is expected to incur US$5.8 million
to US$7.2 million in restructuring
costs, including severance pay, relocation costs for some employees and
consolidation of facilities.
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Don’t be shy!
A community paper is not just about
the community, it’s also by the community. While editors and reporters at
national capital SCAN will be
alert to what makes the sector tick,
they can’t be everywhere. We’ll never
claim to know it all. But collectively
the members of the community do
know it all, and some of what you
know will interest others. So please
share through the columns of SCAN.
Send us news of your achievements,
of your people (when they’re hired,
when they’re recognized by peers,
when they solve the difficult problem).
We’re interested in who’s doing what
in Ottawa’s high tech community and
we look forward to hearing from you.

Marathon planner
Feinberg arrives

Kid’s hospital goes high tech

By Gemma Richardson

By Susan Hickman

uilding on its ongoing backing
fter living and working in WinB
of the Children’s Hospital of
nipeg for 29 years, financial
A
Eastern Ontario (CHEO), Bell
planner Denzil Feinberg is now
calling Ottawa home. He moved to
Ottawa just over a month ago and
set up an office for
his company Feinberg Financial
and IQON Financial Inc. in Westboro.
Feinberg says
while he and
his partner, June
Wells, were comfortable living in
Winnipeg, they wanted a change.
Ottawa was an attractive choice for
several reasons. “Ottawa has the
size, it has white water kayaking
nearby, Gatineau, Montreal just two
hours away, Kingston, Rochester,
and so on,” says Feinberg. “Ottawa
has a community feel.”
He still maintains close ties to
Winnipeg though, keeping a home
and an office there and returning
every six weeks.
Feinberg is a licensed financial
planner in five provinces and has
clients from Halifax to Vancouver.
He consults on mutual funds, GICs,
insurance, savings accounts, loans
and mortgages. He is a founding
member of the Manitoba chapter
of the Canadian Association of Financial Planners (CAFP) and is
the longest serving board member
in the country with 20 years of service and in 1999 received the firstever Member of Distinction Award.
Originally from Cape Town, South
Africa, Feinberg immigrated to
Canada from Germany, where he
first began financial planning. He
was in the very first graduating
class of planners in Canada in 1979
and became one of the first to be
registered financial planners in 1988.
He is well-known in Winnipeg,
not just for the impact he has had
on the financial planning profession, but also for his marathon
running. He once ran the entire
Manitoba Marathon barefoot and
has attempted the Polar Bear run
across frozen Lake Winnipeg in
the winter twice.
Feinberg is an active Rotarian
and a member of the Hash House
Harriers (commonly known as
“Hashers”), a social running club
that incorporates pub stops into
each run. “It’s a break from reality
every Monday night,” Feinberg
says of the Hashers. Through the
organized weekly runs, Feinberg
has already been to a variety of
places all over Ottawa. He bikes
from his downtown home to his
Westboro office every day and hasn’t owned a car for almost six years.
“Owning a car is a money wasting exercise,” says Feinberg. A
number of his clients have given
up owning cars through his encouragement, and instead walk or
occasionally rent a car when they
need one. Feinberg says he trains
his clients to save the pennies and
doesn’t believe in spending money unless it is good value.

Canada has recently donated $1.5
million to improve and advance the
hospital’s technology.
“We want to help keep CHEO on
the leading edge of pediatric medicine through technological improvements that truly make a difference for CHEO patients,” says
Shawn Winter, senior associate
director, enterprise industry solutions for Bell.
The funding, which is the largest
single gift in the history of the foundation, will be distributed over five
years. A further $1 million in
fundraising proceeds will be collected through the annual Bell
Canada/Ottawa Senators Hockey
Club Charity Golf Tournament and
the Bell/Senators Ice and Dice gala.
This sizeable investment will enable CHEO, which has fallen behind somewhat in the technology
race, to develop one of the
strongest clinical decision support
(CDS) systems for paediatrics in
Canada. The funds will support a
complete end-to-end implementation of a highly sophisticated computer-based CDS system to directly improve clinical decision-making related to diagnosis or therapies in the infant and toddler medical unit at CHEO.
The CDS system’s built-in intelligence will allow physicians and
clinicians to input information
about a patient into a computer,
which can then make intelligent
recommendations about the
course of care.
“At the end of the day,” says Winter, “we are not trying to automate
health care, but we are trying to
provide a knowledge base that will
do the research in an automated
fashion and provide multiple results.”
In time, all physicians and clinicians involved in patient care at
CHEO could have access to PDA
devices, laptops and mobile computers on carts, IT terminals at a
patient’s bedside as well as desktop computers, to check patient
records, and other medical information as required. By delivering
information such as a patient’s
condition and complete medical
history to a physician at any time,
anywhere, treatment can be optimal.
The new system, says Winter,
“will improve patient safety. Children will receive medical treatment guided by real-time data that
physicians will receive at the patient’s bedside.”
It’s not unusual for Bell to involve itself in CHEO’s affairs. Since
2000, Bell has contributed more
than $400,000 to the CHEO foundation to help the hospital serve
the community.
“This commitment further extends a longstanding relationship
between Bell, the Ottawa Senators and CHEO,” says Gar y

Cameron, president of Bell Security Solutions, Inc., and executive
sponsor for Ottawa. “A core pillar
of Bell Canada’s community investment program is our focus on
enabling children and youth to
reach their full potential no matter
what the challenges.”
“The exceptional services that
CHEO provides (are) critical,”
notes Winter, “and the health of our
children is something that everyone is very passionate about.”
Planning for the leading-edge
technological improvements is
currently underway with the hospital’s technology and clinical
teams. After bringing the entire facility up to speed with the latest
generation of IP-based telephone
technology, the resulting voice, da-

ta and wireless infrastructure
should allow Bell to go ahead with
an estimated six months of work
to integrate the CDS system into
the pediatric unit by early 2007,
says Winter.
“This type of application will
surely put CHEO in a leadership
position with respect to utilizing
technology for the direct benefit of
its patients with a higher degree of
accuracy and access speed of relevant patient data,” Winter adds.
“The ultimate goal is to provide
clinicians and physicians the necessary tools to make informed decisions quickly. Getting the right
information, about the right patient, available to the right person,
in the right place, at the right time
is paramount.”
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Expert Guidance In A World Of Risk.

Technology Firms Have Already Told Us They Like
Our Special Blend Of Insurance Expertise And Products.

{

Well, We’re About To Put An Exciting New Spin
On Our Winning Recipe.

Binks will soon be serving up a round of new benefits for technology companies in the Ottawa area. An expanded reach, new
products and services, and increased expertise in technology
insurance are just a few of the things we’ll be tossing into the mix.
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